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Well it would seem that
winter is not prepared to leave
us alone quite yet.  April 10
marks the 100th day of the year
and we really haven’t seen a
real start to spring yet.  It now
has a number of people across
the region holding their breath
waiting to see what happens in
the coming weeks.

Our friends at the
Conservation Authority are
carefully monitoring the
situation on local waterways
and water bodies. A fast melt
this year combined with a deep
frost in the ground and a little
rain would bring heavy flooding
to our region as the water would
have nowhere to go.

There is also the issue with
all that ice on the river starting
to flow at once may cause ice
dams leading to even more
localized flooding.  Of course
thick chunks of fast moving ice
or ice with enough pressure
behind it can do a lot of damage
to man made structures.

Even once the snow is gone
it’s going to be very wet and
soft ground for the foreseeable
future. The kind of soft mud
that looks inviting but is waiting
to suck you right in (literally).

So with that in mind this
spring ( I use the term loosely)
when you are heading out
viewing please be extra careful
this year.  Slipping and sliding
on mud can leave you a mess,
hurt yourself and is devastating
for telescopes and optics.

This month we do have a
couple of observing events
coming up. The total Lunar
Eclipse will be on the night of
April 15 into the 16. I will be
heading up to the bluffs that
evening to observer from there.
I You are more that welcome to
come and join me and to be
quite honest I would like the
company.  After considerable
amount of deliberating I have
not decided to formally make
this a public viewing session.

Given how late it gets dark
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and that it is in the middle of the work week
I felt that there would be better
opportunities to interact with the  public this
summer. Of course anyone who happens to
come across us I hope will be greeted with
the same enthusiasm that brought me into
the Society all those years ago.
There is also the Centre’s monthly observing
session near the end of the month.  It’s
amazing how in just a couple of months we
have gone from being able to view deep sky
objects by 8 PM to still being in twilight at
10 PM.

Also Astronomy Day is fast approaching,
I am looking for any input on what Centre
Members would like to do or like to have
seen done.

I will like to thank a former member of
the Thunder Bay Centre for donating some
books to the Centre library.  I will bring them

to the meeting on Tuesday so everyone has
the opportunity to view them before I hand
them over to Barney to officially put them
in the library.

The books are excellent for those who
want to learn how to star hop or do most of
their viewing through binoculars or a small
telescope.

This past month saw the first cloudy night
for the Centre’s monthly observing session
at Boulevard Lake.  So as was expected
turnout was low for the evening, but a
couple of us made our way to the Robins at
Hodder Ave and nice little chat over coffee
and donuts.

I hope to see you all at the next meeting.

Clear Skies
Brendon Roy
President

In mid-March the National Advisory Committee (NAC) and the Centre’s Representatives
met (via teleconference) to discuss issues faces the RASC in the coming months and year.
I attended to the meeting as an observer and took in some of the issues that are pressing
in the RASC today and may have an impact on our local Centre.

Many issues were discussed in the meeting and were carried over to the next meeting
in Victoria.  The two issues that dominated the day were

1) Governance and bylaws issues
2) The financial health of the RASC

It remains unclear the exact impact that the changing governance structure will have
on the Thunder Bay Centre if any in a practical way.  There might be one or two headaches
to be created for the executive but that’s how we roll.

As for the financial heath of the Society members at all levels are working on plans to
ensure the long term heath of the Society. In recent years revenues from the Societies
major revenue sources have be slowly eroding.

As a result ideas are being considered to develop new sources of revenue that will keep
funding the Society’s activities.

However in the meantime to help curb the our deficit members fees will be increased
by 2 dollars starting June 1St . This will mark the first increase in our membership fees in
4 years and will help offset the current deficit.

If you have any questions please feel free to contact myself.

Brendon Roy
President
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President          Brendon Roy   (768-5977)
Vice-President        Barney DeSousa  (767-9686)
Secretary         Andy Buchholz   (345-8553)
Treasurer         Brigitte Schaffer (475-9583)
National Rep.         Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Past President       Bruce Miron    (345-4833)

Library           Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Membership         Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Newsletter Editor      Bruce Miron       (345-4833)
Observatory Building Project Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Programs and Media     Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Webmaster         Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Observing Chair       Doug Stuart   (577-3943)

Next monthly meeting,
 May 13th

Next executive meeting April, 22nd

Contributions to the next newsletter, May 4th

Next club monthly observing session April 24th

The newsletter is available in PDF version via email and it's in COLOUR. To
receive it you may contact me at rasc_bruce@tbaytel.net and then I can add
you to the list. Don’t forget that I am always looking for contributions for our
monthly newsletter.

Bruce Miron Editor



Membership Details
As of April 1st we have 53 members. I remind you to check your

annual membership renewal date to remain current.  There is a three month
grace period after one year for renewals to maintain an unbroken membership

record.  Those members who have a current e-mail address on file with the National
Office will be sent a reminder to renew as required.  If you have any questions

concerning your membership details then do not hesitate to contact the National Office
or myself.  We do not want to lose any of our members. Membership renewals are done
through the National Office either through the Internet at www.rasc.ca or by phone toll
free at 1-888-924-7272.

Bruce Miron


